
explorēTM

Powerful handheld magnifiers that will show you the world

The ultra-portable explorē line is designed for active people with low vision who wish to 
have an electronic handheld magnifier with them wherever they go. Perfect when you’re 
at a restaurant, the library, shopping, at school or at work. Small, smart and easy to use, 
there’s an explorē device for anyone looking for more than an optical magnifier.



Small enough  
to magnify your entire world
Convenient, lightweight and portable, the explorē 3 is ideal  
for people who wish to have an electronic magnifier with them  
all the time, everywhere they go. Having a hard time reading a restaurant 
menu or seeing the fine print on a packaged product? Pull your explorē 3 
from your purse, bag or pocket and simply magnify whatever you need to 
see more clearly. 
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Lots of features to make your life easier
The explorē 3 is an entry-level product that’s the right choice when  
an optical magnifier is not enough and a CCTV is too much. Its key 
features will magnify the world and simplify your life:

Ultra-portable:  
Fits any purse, bag or pocket to always be ready to use

Easy to use:  
Large, buttons for adjusting magnification and contrast modes

2X-16X magnification:  
Continuous zoom to clearly see every detail

Auto-focus, freeze-frame, colour mode selector:  
Allow you to control and customise your device

Built-in stand:  
Useful when you need to sign your name or fill-in forms

Built-in flashlight:  
When you need to lighten dark areas like stairs, closets, etc.

TV output:  
Connect your device to a TV to magnify what’s on your the screen

Power-saving: 4-hour rechargeable battery life

POWERFUL, 
PRACTICAL, 
AFFORDABLE

Designed to make your active, 
mobile life easier, the ultra-

portable explorē  3 is one 
of the most reasonably 
priced 3.5˝ electronic 
magnifiers available. 



Best image quality packed  
into a portable powerhouse
Ease of use and outstanding ergonomics make the explorē 5 the device 
of choice for active people looking for an electronic magnifier they can 
take everywhere they go. From magnifying restaurant menus to the 
fine print on documents, packaging and more, the explorē 5 makes life 
easier for anyone with vision problems. 
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Ready to go, ready to help
The explorē  5 is ready to use the moment you take it out of your 
purse or pocket. No instructions necessary. The large, bright buttons 
are intuitive and simple, and its key features are designed to help in 
every situation:

HD image quality:  
Brilliant 5˝ LCD screen and sharp HD autofocus camera

2X-22X magnification:  
Sharpness and clarity at the touch of a button

Customisable: More than 18 enhancement modes 

Ergonomically superior: The smallest, lightest 5˝ HD handheld 
electronic magnifier is designed for comfort and convenience

3 modes of use:  
Straight out of your pocket, with folding handle or tabletop use

Long-lasting battery:  
3 hours of continuous use from a single charge

TV output: Display enlarged pictures and text on your TV 

Image gallery: Can store 1000s of images for viewing anytime

Durable: Aluminum alloy case resists mishandling and impacts

ALL SEEING,  
ALL KNOWING
A smart choice for active people with 
mild to medium-severe low vision 
who need variable magnification and 
contrast enhancement, the explorē 5 
is designed to help them on the go,  
at school, at work… everywhere.
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Larger screen focused on comfort and convenience
The explorē 7 is a portable CCTV that’s smaller and lighter than other  
current 7-inch magnifiers. A superb tool for enlarging printed pages,  
it also helps mild to medium-severe low vision users to read  
store signs by simply flipping the camera at the back of  
the device. Your life just got a whole lot easier... and better.

Smart, easy and indispensable
The explorē 7 may be larger, but its small size and lightweight portability assures 
reading comfort and distance viewing wherever you go. Key features include:

HD screen with close-up and distance modes: Read a  
newspaper and see signs on the street by simply repositioning 
the 5 mpx camera at the back of the device — no buttons or 
settings to change

Anti-glare screen: Works perfectly under all lighting conditions

Easy to use: Large simple buttons adjust magnification and contrast

Easy to hold: Can be easily operated with two thumbs

2.3X-19X magnification: Sharpness and clarity at the touch of a button

Customisable: More than 12 contrast and 3 favourite colour settings

Freeze-frame and zoom mode: Simply capture, magnify and read

Rugged construction: A solid, light, machined alloy pop-up stand allows 
positioning on a table, on a newspaper / magazine, etc.

TV output: Display what you are magnifying on the bigger screen

Long-lasting battery: Provides 4 hours of continuous use 

IDEAL AT HOME,  
AT SCHOOL,  
AT WORK…
The explorē 7 is designed for active 
people with mild to medium-severe 
low vision who would prefer a larger 
screen but still want maximum 
portability. Its large screen is 
comfortable to read and its rugged 
aluminum stand makes it easy to 
manipulate over newspapers and 
other documents. The device’s far 
distance view can also help users 
see writing on outdoor signs or 
posts, or can simply help locate 
small items on the kitchen table.

Learn more about what the Explore can do for you.  
Contact Essilor Instruments:
Essilor Limited
Cooper Road, Thornbury, Bristol BS35 3UW
Telephone: 01454 423 457
Email: gbinstruments@essilor.co.uk


